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Genetic risk factors for disease

• Heart disease risk genes

Apolipoprotein E Gene Polymorphisms Are Strong 
Predictors of Inflammation and Dyslipidemia in 
Rheumatoid Arthritis. The Journal of 
Rheumatology February 2012, 39 (2) 218-225

• Arthritis risk factor genes



Rheumatoid arthritis and 
risk for heart disease

Toms TE, Panoulas VF, Douglas KMJ, et al
Statin use in rheumatoid arthritis in relation to actual cardiovascular 
risk: evidence for substantial undertreatment of lipid-associated 
cardiovascular risk?
Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases 2010;69:683-688.



Current treatments 

• Statins • Anti-TNF drugs

Targets lipid 
metabolism

Targets cell cross talk and inflammation

Not all patients can tolerate these drugs



Can we develop and use our knowledge 
of common pathways of disease to 
develop new treatments?



Our hypothesis  - common pathways lead to 
poor outcomes

Inflammation

• Immune cells are less likely to die when and how they 
should 

Metabolism

• Changes in lipid metabolism favour more inflammation 
and more reactive oxygen species production 

Reactive 
oxygen species

• Reactive oxygen species production is not timed well 
or delivered at the right time

New disease management opportunities? 



Lipid mediators to drive the resolution of 
inflammation
Devitt A, Griffiths HR, Milic I. 2018. 
Communicating with the dead: lipids, lipid 
mediators and extracellular vesicles. Biochem
Soc Trans. 2018 May 9. pii:



Controlled reactive oxygen species production

Hoffmann MH, Griffiths HR. The dual role of 
ROS in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases: 
Evidence from preclinical models. Free Radic
Biol Med. 2018 Mar 15. 



Concluding remarks

• A number of the chronic conditions that are seen as people get older 
have common underlying “aggravators”

• Inflammation is a common aggravator in arthritis and heart disease

• Our research aims is showing that we can manipulate lipid 
metabolism and reactive oxygen species production to reduce 
inflammation

• Preliminary experiments are showing this can be effective in 
treatment of long term conditions
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